
9MR Road Report 
7/12/20

Road Work Performed to date from April 2020 to July 10, 2020
1.  4/24/20 Raking …............................................................................................................... $845.52
W.O. #01-2020:  approximately 2.5 miles of mostly DEEP raking and reshaping on (14) different spots 
throughout the Ranch.

2.  5/28/20 Erosion, Prevention, and Safety Repairs on West Corral …..............................approx. $1085.00
W.O. #02-2020:  Division 7, at the switchback corner 1.1 miles up West Corral where it meets with Gold Rush Ridge Road: 
install 9MR-provided '8”-4” clean' rip rap on the embankment erosion spots at the corner, on both road embankments 
before and after the actual turn of the switchback.  This will likely include attending to the culvert outlet area also.  Please 
do work as per direction from Brett Coffman.  Clear the culvert inlet basin area of siltation.  Per direction of Brett Coffman, 
repair the ditch at the top of Gold Rush Ridge and install 9MR-provided '12”-minus dirty' rip rap, armoring the ditch and 
road, per Brett's requests.

3.  Volunteer Raking in May and June
Volunteer has not submitted a mileage reimbursement request (yet???).  Approximately 2.5 miles of spots 
including:

• Upper West Corral in Division 7.
• (2) spots on Gold Rush Ridge Road in Division 8.
• short spot at .8 Mallard Drive (assisting with raking out a gravel placement and road reshaping for better drainage.
• Approximately .2 miles of Old Tressle incline below Thompson's place.
• .5 miles of Wagon Wheel road.

4.  6/17/20 Erosion Repairs, Ditching, and Raking various areas ….................................. approx. $3300.00
W.O. #03-2020, plus additions and omissions:

• Rake Allen Drive in Division 2.
• On Pine Bluff Road in Division 4, 800' down from the Old Tressle intersection, restore the filled ditch and reshape 

the road plane to fill erosion and have the road shed water better again.  Also clear out the plugged driveway 
culvert associated with this area (this part has not been performed yet).

• Repair road plane erosion and re-crown:  rake approximately 300' of Pine Bluff, just north of the Canyon Spur 
intersection.

• On Pine Bluff between .2 and .35 miles from Chesaw road:  rake for crowning, erosion and potholes.
• On Longhorn in lower Division 8:  using a backhoe uncover an extremely buried culvert outlet.
• On Sunset Ridge at .9 miles north of the Old Tressle intersection:  grade 200' for significant drainage reshaping and

crowning, pull 100' of associated ditch, install (1) load of PCI 5/8”-minus gravel and walk it down with a dump 
truck for compaction.

• At the end of Wagon Wheel in Division 2:  Call for power and phone locate.  Using a grader, reshape the culdesac 
to allow proper drainage away from the road and into the ditches (this has been a problem since the road was 
built), grade the road for erosion repair, pull approx, 300' of ditch, and install 1-2 loads of gravel as appropriate. 
This task is being done right now.  

5.  June 2020 Major Weed Spray …......................................................................................... $9276.75

6.  July 2020 Touch up Spray, with Road Committee assessment
Two Road Committee members split up the Ranch and toured all roads for touch-up spraying, marked maps for 
an order, created a list with maps and order for the sprayer and mailed the sprayer the order.  Spraying to 
commence week of July 13.  In the last two years this second spray comes in at around $1800.00, but we'll see 
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when we get the bill.  Specific assessment and notes were taken to document planned pre-emergent sterilant 
spray for early next spring, as these areas of growth are encroaching the road planes and need to be sprayed 
before they are visually identifiable.

7.  Special Assessment and Annual Replenishment Gravel placed …........................................ $23,071.25
Between April 1, 2020 and late June we have placed (57) 11-yard truckloads of gravel throughout the Ranch;  
$9518.63 for annual replenishment gravel, and $13,552.62 of special assessment gravel. 

Other Current Road Work Considerations by the Road Committee
1. A third touch-up spray.  The last two years required a final small touch up spray, coming in the low to 

mid $100's in cost.  We'll see if this is necessary this year.

2. Signage.   A bid has been procured to purchase (17) commercial 'road warning' signs at entrances 
throughout the Ranch, cost of $963.70 with tax.  (12) signs to read, “USE ROADS AT YOUR OWN RISK”, 
and (5) signs to replace missing signs that would say the same as the others:  “PRIVATE ROAD – NO 
WARNING SIGNS – 20 MPH – ALL WHEEL DRIVE REQUIRED”.  These signs fulfill the best possible liability
exclusion waiver for the HOA to protect the HOA against liability suit from drivers on roads, as well as 
best advise drivers of safest driving circumstances and warnings.  The price for this bid was done 
through a known professional competitive road sign company, and the bid is similar to the cost for a 
similar amount and type of signs purchase by the prior board a number of years ago.

3. Reclaim Two Spurs on Old Tressle.  There are two small road sections at the west end of Old Tressle – 
one is 400' long and the other is 800' long – which have apparently not been maintained since they 
were originally constructed by the developer.  Last winter a Lot Owner who owns property adjacent to 
these spurs asked the Board to attend to this issue.  The Board found that the spurs are indeed '60-wide
easements and roads' the HOA is required to maintain like all other roads per CCRs.  A bid for 
approximately $2600.00 was procured to mow down the overgrowth, rake the growth to the culdesac, 
rake the existing gravel into decent shape, and sterilant-spray the road planes.  The work is planned to 
be accomplished sometime during the 2020/2021 fiscal year (ie. before June 1, 2021).

4. Continue placing special assessment and annual replenishment gravel.  These placements were 
suspended in late June because natural road and gravel moisture was becoming inadequate for decent 
gravel compaction upon placement and regular road traffic.  All of 2019/2020 annual replenishment 
gravel was placed, and the amount of special assessment gravel that was placed stayed on-pace with 
the actual funds collection amounts as funds came in.  Placements will resume in fall when moisture 
conditions are supportive, and we will also be in a new fiscal year to possibly start placing 2020/2021 
annual replenishment gravel as well.

5. Fall culvert clearing and ditching.  Spring road assessments determined that, with few exceptions 
which have already been repaired, ditching and culverts were in proper useful condition to head 
through this summer, barring unforeseeable weather events.  So a final check and performance of 
ditches and culverts clearing will be made this fall in preparation for the next winter/spring duty.

6. Possible fall raking.  Budget permitting, rake spots for elimination of washboard, maintaining crown 
and reclaiming roadside gravel will be done in the fall, emphasizing highest priority items within 
budget.

7. Possible higher winter maintenance expenses.  Regarding plowing and sanding... This subject is yet 
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undetermined but we're aware of it's potential:
• It has been increasingly problematic for plowers in recent years (as well as they have been voicing it

more) that the rough Ranch road sections with boulderheads sticking up cause them heavy wear 
and expense on their equipment that they may be asking higher plowing rates to compensate for.

• There are more wintertime residents and traffic on the Ranch these days, so there is greater call for 
more wintertime sanding.

8. Some roadside tree felling.  There are at least (4) trees on upper Division 5 that are really encroaching 
Blue Grouse to the point that winter plowing and traffic are negatively affected.  There may be some 
other additional maintenance spots like this to attend to as well.
 

9. Action regarding various capital improvement projects.  There are a multitude of known and 
determined road spots that could use improvement, prioritized by consideration of increased traffic in 
the future.  These kinds of spots include:
• widening sections that are currently too narrow for oncoming traffic passage or proper winter 

maintenance.
• establishing better watershedding before such current watershedding doesn't become a problem 

when traffic increases
• improving blind corners:  increasing road width so oncoming cars are able to pass each other safely 

without needing to see each other coming.
• raising road sections that currently become submerged during spring melt; with one exception 

these sections are relatively OK for now but some are getting close to being a problem when 
heavier traffic comes in the future and causes the roads to become too muddy to pass through. 

10. Reserve fund study.  The Road Committee, especially two members for now, have been assessing and 
accumulating 'component items' of road repairs to be considered for completing the final study and 
report.  We have also done some preliminary analysis/studying of the professional report supplied to us
from ARS earlier this year.  Many deliberations and discussions have happened also.  All these things 
will be part of a comprehensive reserve fund study and recommendation for assessment rate that the 
Board will analyze and consider later this fiscal year and then bring to the membership for their 
consideration. 
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